CAST LIST
Principal Roles:

Fairy Liquid- (female) 18+
As in her name a fairy can be traditional or quirky.
Good character part-singing or dancing!
(This depends on who is cast)
King Rat (male or female) 18+
Baddie of the moment.
Presents on stage needed. Good strong character. Singing.(possibly but not definite)
Dick Whittington (male or female) 18+
Lead male. He needs to be strong, honest and caring. Good mix of character acting needed for this part.
Singing and dancing.
Alice Fitzwarren (female) 18+
Lead female. Strong but caring girl. Everyone loves her she puts others first but knows what she wants too.
Singing and dancing.
Sally Suet (male) 18+
Our dame. All the traditional elements of a dame needed. Good with audience and comedy timing a must
with ad-lib ability. Some singing and dancing/movement.
Idle Jack/Jackie (male or female) 18+
Comedy lead of our Panto. Happy go lucky person needed.
Good with audience a must and comedy timing with the ability to ad-lib. Some singing and dancing.
Alderman Fitzwarren (male) 30+
Alice’s father, good character acting part. Thinks he is slightly upper class and what he says goes. But can
easily be swayed.
(Act 1 and end of act 2 part) some singing and some movement needed.
Captain Birdseye (male)
Captain of the jolly anchor.
A captain/sailor (your interpretation of this part is key) Nice part
(act 1 and begin of act 2 then end of act 2)

The Sultana of Morocco (male or female)
Part lends to a male but can easily be a female. Accent needed but not essential.Nice fun but could be
slightly comedy part depending on your interpretation.
Act 2 scenes only good smaller part for someone wanting to go for a lead.
Tommy the Cat (Female)
non speaking- must be able to move and dance and be cat like
Rant (male or female)
Smaller part some lines rat pack assistants to king rat. Some comedy. Maybe a Geordie accent. (think Ant
and Dec in biker grove or Cher Cole)
Peck (female or male)
As above

